
Modernize Your Legislative and Regulatory 
Processes with a Data First Approach

LegisPro→ → →Data First 101 BenefitsPathway to Success

In the United States and around the world, governments are modernizing their legislative and 
regulatory processes by adopting a data-first approach. Once laws and regulations are created 
and managed as data first – and not as piles of paper or word processing files – new digital tools 
can make the process of lawmaking more efficient, more error free and more transparent.

Laws and regulations work best when we draft 
and manage them as Data First

Pathway to a Data First Approach (Simplified)
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Comparison tools are 
easy to implement and 
quickly show the value 
of Data First legislating.

LegisPro permits you to create an amendment in context by directly editing the original document. LegisPro digitally 
tracks your changes and translates every change into the correct amendatory language. 

LegisPro automatically turns your redline into an amending document, conforming to your jurisdiction’s rules 
and automatically updates all relevant compilations and codifications.

Draft your bills and amend your laws or regulations as data first. Your edits appear as redlines. LegisPro accurately 
and automatically tracks every change, by every user. Publish your legislation in any format.

Amending CodificationDrafting

Codification is automated when a legislature’s 
output is Data First.

AmendingDrafting Codification

Drafting tools allow Data First lawmaking to start from the source.

AmendingDrafting Codification
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LegisPro bridges the gap between 
the modern technology platform 
that IT teams desire and the 
document creation environment 
drafters are comfortable with. 

Formatting comes later, 
when you draft as data 

first you can produce any 
output format you need.

Legislative and rulemaking documents like laws, amendments, and regulations have well 
defined, hierarchical structures — ideal content for XML. Titles, chapters, sections, and 
enacting clauses are all chunks of data that can be “marked up” or tagged in XML, the 
standard mark up language for documents that can be read by software applications.

The power of structured data

A modern web-based platform that looks and 
feels like conventional word processors

Digital Connections
Linked citations
LegisPro links and manages citations with 100% accuracy, and 
maintains links in its editing features. For example, drag and drop a 
section of an existing codification to repeal it. A citation 
automatically populates and the database is marked for the repeal.

Point-in-time histories
Once a compilation or codification is maintained in LegisPro, LegisPro 
can automatically produce that compilation or codification as it 
stood at each point in time.

Automatic codifications
After a law or regulation is approved or amended, LegisPro 
automatically updates all relevant compilations and codifications.

Data Transparency
Automatic comparisons
LegisPro automatically displays how a proposed amendment 
changes an underlying bill, law, or regulation.

Instant publication
Connect LegisPro to a public interface to instantly report bills and 
regulations as they are proposed, amended, and enacted.

Electronic Efficiency
Templates and automation
Save time by starting your bill with templates 
automatically structured for all your document 
types – acts, bills, resolutions and more. Drag and 
drop language from other documents – citations 
are created automatically.

Automatic amendments
LegisPro lets you create an amendment in context 
by directly editing the original document. LegisPro 
digitally tracks your changes and translates every 
change into the correct amendatory language. 
Click a button and LegisPro automatically turns 
your redline into an amending document, 
conforming to your jurisdiction’s rules.

Multi-user access and change sets
With LegisPro, multiple drafters can work on a 
document simultaneously. LegisPro accurately and 
automatically tracks every change, by every user, 
and reassembles the next version on the fly. 
LegisPro’s powerful Change Sets tool lets you 
manage all your changes – combine multiple 
changes sets, make changes within other changes, 
view them individually or engrossed.

By creating and managing legislative and regulatory materials as data first, 
LegisPro delivers three main categories of benefits: electronic efficiency, digital 

connections, and data transparency.

Benefits of a Data First Approach
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LegisPro creates digital legislation and regulations 
efficiently, accurately, and collaboratively 
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